Michael Byron's grisaille paintings of ritual and religious artifacts share in Quaytman's sense of connection; but while Quaytman's paintings are stretched and processed (they are like waves, oscillations), Byron's are condensed and singular. Removed from their original contexts, the artifacts have been isolated in museum collections, and further "frozen" by photography. Borrowing the documentary palette of black-and-white, Byron obscures their clear depiction with trompe l'œil surface textures; Headdress Ornament, New Guinea, (2011) appears to be shrouded in a delicate mist, while Wrapping the corner of the gallery, the text engulfs the viewer, echoing the image, by human intermediaries.

As Kubler noted, "…time emerges only in signals relayed to us at this instant by innumerable stages and by unexpected bearers. These signals are like kinetic energy, as quietly smoldering beacons. Quiet and meditative, they are the product of the artists' extended engagement with their subjects. Likewise, they encourage slow looking, and highlight each viewer's experience as the next point of relay for the ideas they embody.

Kubler:
ENDNOTES


2. Excerpt from the vociencer in MacDonell’s film The Shape of Time, Revisited (2012).

3. Email correspondence with the author.

4. Łódź is also the birthplace of Quaytman’s grandfather, and is also referenced in Steinhardt School of Education, New York. Her work is represented by Kathrin Mulherin Contemporary Art Projects, Toronto.

5. Bove has also favored petrified wood, driftwood, and peacock feathers.


8. Excerpt from Wyn Evans’s With the advent of Radio Astronomy... (2004).
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